Gemalto Mobile eVerification
Terminal solutions

When identity verification is a priority
State-of-the-art document authenticity verification

The Gemalto Mobile eVerification solution delivers a comprehensive set of electronic security verification features to check identity and document authenticity. This fully integrated mobile biometrics device combines a FIPS-201 certified 500 DPI fingerprint sensor, 5 MP autofocus camera and contact/contactless smart card reader running Android, the most widely deployed open source mobile operating system.

Components include a dual 1GHz Cortex™-A9 application ARM processor, and an integrated 4-in-1 connectivity combo that provides support for dual-SIM 3G communications, dual-band 802.11n Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 4.0 and GPS. The modular component architecture design also enables integration of additional devices such as MRZ readers.

Tailored to your project and implementation

The terminal is customizable and supports numerous languages and display modes for inspectors. Highly flexible, it works with the full range of watch list systems (textual and AFIS watch lists, immigration databases etc.) and links to any type of information database (i.e. document status, additional document information requirement).
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